Abstract-A problematic gap between existing online privacy controls and actual user disclosure behavior motivates researchers to focus on a design and development of intelligent privacy controls. These intelligent controls decrease the burden of privacy decision-making and generate user-tailored privacy suggestions. To do so, at first it is necessary to analyze user privacy preferences. Previous studies show that user privacy profiles tend to have a multidimensional structure, which in turn might bring issues of an inexact user classification. This paper proposes to apply a fuzzy clustering approach, where fuzzy membership degree values can be used for the calculation of more precise personalized privacy suggestions. Based on the real-world dataset collected from a political platform 1 , the fuzzy c-means algorithm was applied to demonstrate the multidimensionality and the existence of imprecise user privacy profiles, where a user simultaneously possesses features inherent in several clusters.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the digitalised world people are disclosing more and more personal information in online platforms. Researchers delineate a number of problems related to one's privacy. The concept of "privacy paradox" explicates that people's actual disclosure behavior in most cases diverge with their inner privacy attitudes. Different factors play an important role in a such paradoxical behavior. As an example, people could choose to explicitly disclose or share information about themselves, their opinions, and their activities as means of declaring their loyalties or differentiating themselves from others [1] .
People are also confronted with privacy compromises and trade-offs [2] , [3] . With that, it becomes problematic for people's minds to estimate implying risks in their disclosure behavior. Moreover, due to the complexity of privacy controls in online platforms it is difficult to precisely express one's privacy decision, which may lead to an uncertainty in privacy decision-making [4] . Therefore, studies heavily focus on analysing user's desired/actual disclosure behavior in online platforms, how to quantify the user's privacy preferences and other factors which might impact their privacy behavior.
This work investigates the question on how to detect and quantify an underlying uncertainty in user privacy preferences on online platform for political participation. The reminder of the paper is organised as follows: first, Section II gives a short literature review related to the user disclosure behavior in online platforms. Then Section III explains the method applied for an exploration of user privacy preferences. In particular, the dataset of user privacy preferences is described in Section III-B, fuzzy clustering analysis presented in Section III-D. In Section IV the results of clustering are discussed, and the notion of fuzzy privacy profiles are introduced by the example. Finally, Section V summarises concluding remarks and outlook for the future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Privacy is a tricky and hazardous topic. As it is a "faceless issue" [5] , people are often not aware about risks and implications of information they are disclosing online. A wellknown phenomenon of a "privacy paradox", shows that people with serious privacy attitudes are still revealing quite intimate information about their lives for trivial rewards [5] . The gap between a privacy attitude and an actual disclosure behavior is influenced by different types of rewards and benefits. Hui et al. [6] indicated that aside the popular monetary saving or time saving benefits, various types of benefits like social adjustment or altruism when used appropriately can also motivate users to engage in online disclosure.
Nevertheless, benefits and rewards are not the only factors that impact users' disclosure behaviors. Early studies have investigated the relationship of personality and privacy preferences in offline environment. Marshall [7] and Pedersen [8] identified a highly similar set of privacy dimensions and specified how personality impacts peoples' privacy preferences. Marshall observed a correlation between person's introversion and his total privacy score, while Pedersen showed that low self-esteem was associated with solitude and anonymity.
Considering privacy disclosure in online environment, Quercia et al. [9] using a Big Five personality measurement classified users into privacy conscious and pragmatic majority types. They found that privacy conscious users are correlated with traits as openness and extraversion. However, in their study et al. [10] reported that they could not find any significant relations between personality and information disclosure. In contrast, Egelman and Peer [11] argued that personal traits such as decision-making and risk-taking attitudes are much 978-1-5386-2521-7/18/$31.00 © 2018 IEEE stronger predictors for privacy attitudes than traditional Big Five personality model.
In contrast to [12] - [14] , where a summated composite score represents a disclosure behavior, Knijnenberg et al. [15] argued that disclosure behaviors are in fact multidimensional. They suggested that privacy disclosure classification should move from the "one-size-fits-all" approach while estimating user disclosure behavior. They showed that people can be classified into distinct groups which show profoundly different behaviors along privacy dimensions. Similarly, Kaskina and Meier [16] identified groups of disclosure behavior which were differentiated per various types of political data.
Classifying users' disclosure behavior can further be used for the development of intelligent privacy controls. Nevertheless, the issue of an oversimplification may occur if to rely on a uni-or even multi-dimensional classification of disclosure behaviors. This work shows that user disclosure profiles should be considered not only as multidimensional, but also as fuzzy. To the best of our knowledge, this is a first attempt to interpret the multidimensionality and uncertainty of user privacy preferences employing a fuzzy clustering technique. This work demonstrates to what extent the nuances of user privacy behaviors can be captured with the help of fuzzy cmeans clustering; thus, a further fuzzification of constituent attributes of user privacy profiles might contribute to the design and development of intelligent privacy controls.
III. METHOD

A. User Privacy Framework
In studies related to one's privacy, the users' profiles are a central data source for elicitation of users' privacy preferences. Privacy preferences are determined by the user's profile items (the data), her/his social network (recipients of the information), and her/his engagement within the system [12] , [17] , [18] . Therefore, the user privacy profile framework adapted from our previous work in [16] is displayed in Figure 1 . In Figure 1 , data types block relates to the sensitivity of the data defined by the users' decision to share it or not. The sensitivity also indicates the extent to which the particular data type is valuable for the user. The audience block relates to the visibility preferences and derived from the user's social network. The visibility preferences can be set up to the audience levels: 0 -me, 1 -friends, 2 -friends of friends and ALL -visible to public space. However, in other privacy frameworks the audience may also be represented by groups, e.g. "colleagues", "schoolmates", etc. [19] - [21] . Having data types and audience blocks, users decide which data type they want to share to which audience level, or leave it hidden.
B. Privacy Settings Dataset Collection
Differently from the previous research presented in [16] , where data was collected from a survey, the dataset of this work contains real user privacy profiles collected from the platform for a political participation. This platform was developed for the presidential election processes in Ecuador held in February 2017. Users' privacy settings were collected during the 4-month period of December 2016 -March 2017. After a cleaning and preparation steps, the final dataset consisted of 391 user profiles. Among them women are 131, men are 253, and 7 users who did not provide a gender information. The major age of users is between 23 and 36 (median age is 28).
The privacy control of the platform was designed according to the user privacy framework described in [16] . It consists of the data type and the audience blocks through which a user can express visibility preferences for a particular data type. Accordingly, a user profile in the dataset is represented as a set of users
Users' privacy settings belongs to a set S = s (1,1) , s (2, 2) , ..., s (i,k) , where i 2 I is a set of user's data types ("MyActivity, ContactMe, MyRelations, MyTopics, PersonalInfo, VoteIntention"), and k 2 K is a set of the user's visibility preferences related to ("OnlyMe, Friends, FriendsOfFriends, Public") with numeric values equal to [1, 2, 3, 4] , correspondinly. 
C. Dataset Analysis
Before modeling privacy profiles, we have conducted explorative study to have a preliminary picture about the dataset. According to Table I we consider six variables in the dataset. We investigate if those variables are independent, or if they are interdependent and correlated. The significance coefficient p < 0.01 showed that all variables are correlated but at some degree (Table II) . We have outlined the correlation of variables with correlation>= 0.60 with confidence interval CI = 0.95, p = 0.05 in Figure 2 . The Figure 2 shows that the highest correlation is between MyActivity and MyRelations data, showing they are dependent and have the same visibility values. One might assume users perceive MyActivity and MyRelations data of the same importance (sensitivity) for the disclosure decision. Interesting to note, that MyActivity datas is also correlated with MyTopics data, while the disclosure decisions on the political topics are in turn correlated with disclosure decision on the VoteIntention. The visibility preferences of the PersonalInfo correlates with the MyRelations data.
In general, dataset showed that there were only positive correlations. There are tendencies in disclosing political information, such as if MyActivity data is open to Public then MyRelation is also open to Public. But correlation among variables indicates dependencies between them and the lack of independent variables. This forces to assume unidimensional structure of profiles. Also, potentially the political context of the platform affects that different data types are well correlated, such as the disclosure behavior of VoteIntention depends on what decisions was taken on disclosing political topics of the user. However, the correlation analysis is unsufficient to make the definitive conclusions about the dataset.
Before conducting a clustering analysis, it is vital to see if the data tends to contain any clusters. Analysing the feasibility of the clustering analysis helps to avoid meaningless clustering. Consequently, the method we ran is a visual assessment of cluster tendency, originally described by Bezdek et al. [22] . This approach visually inspects the clustering tendency of the dataset using the data features mentioned in the Table I . It computes the dissimilarity matrix between the objects in the dataset using Euclidean distance measure, then reorder the dissimilarity matrix so that similar objects are close to one another. In the plot Fig. 3 the dissimilarities are reorganized in such a way that, darkly shaded diagonal blocks correspond to clusters in the data. Therefore, k dark blocks along its main diagonal suggest that the data contain k (as yet unfound) clusters and the size of each block represents the approximate size of the cluster [23] . Each cell refers to a dissimilarity Fig. 3 . Visual assessment of cluster tendency between a pair of objects. Small dissimilarities are represented by dark shades and large dissimilarities are represented by light shades. To avoid meaningless clustering and to see if the data tends to contain any clusters, a method of visual clustering assessment described by Bezdek et al. [22] was applied to our dataset. The result demonstrated an existence of four explicit clusters, and one cluster contained inside several sub-clusters ( Figure 3) . The existence of sub-clusters inside of one cluster may already designate the fuzziness of user disclosure profiles.
D. Fuzzy clustering
Fuzzy clustering recognizes objects to be associated with many clusters according to their membership degree value and is based on the fuzzy set theory introduced by Zadeh [24] . The primary goal of the fuzzy clustering is to compute the similarity that an object shares with each cluster using a membership function. The membership function calculates the membership degree of each object in every cluster with values in the range of [0,1]. A high degree of similarity between the object and a cluster is assigned when a membership value is close to 1, whereas values close to 0 imply a low similarity [25] . In this work, the fuzzy c-means algorithm was used with Euclidean distance similarity measure in a vector space to execute the partitioning of objects into clusters. The algorithm was calculated within the R environment using package fclust [26] .
To determine an optimal number of clusters an evaluation of cluster validity indexes of clustering is an essential step. The optimal partition can be determined by the point of the extrema of the validation indexes in dependence of the number of clusters. In addition, the weighting exponent m is an important parameter as it influences the quality of inferences that can be done about the further validity of clustering results. The weighting exponent m=2 was used in our data analysis, as the best recommended value for calculations of fuzzy clustering [27] .
There are three validity measures which are exclusively based on the membership values: partition coefficient (PC), partition entropy (PE) [28] and modified partition coefficient (MPC) [29] . The maximum value of PC, MPC and minimum value of PE indicates a good partition in the meaning of a sharper partition result and inverse values for a fuzzy partitioning result. The most popular validity index that measures both compactness and separation of clusters is Xie and Beni (XB) index. Minimized value of XB index [27] suggests the best partition of the dataset. Another most commonly used measure is silhouette (SIL) index proposed by [30] . This index measures the average distance between clusters, and it helps to identify the compactness and separation of clusters. However, as being a crisp measure, this index neglects discrimination of overlapped data clusters, as it does not consider fuzzy partition matrix of fuzzy clustering. To that, fuzzy silhouette (SIL.F) index have been developed by [31] , which considers fuzzy partition matrix of each observation to detect areas with higher data densities when the dataset possible has overlapping clusters. Thus, the maximized value of SIL and SIL.F shows an optimal number of clusters for a well-separated structure of the dataset, while minimized values suggests an overlapped structure of the dataset. A common practice in the cluster validation is to run clustering the algorithm with different values of c-centers of clusters on a given dataset, and calculate corresponding validation indexes per each execution of clustering algorithm. On our dataset, the fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm was executed for N = 2 14 cluster centers. The results of validation indexes are displayed in Table III. If to consider validation indexes in the meaning of the sharp clustering result, all validation indices agreed on 2 clusters, except of the SIL.F index that implied the existence of 11 clusters. In terms of the fuzzy partitioning result, all indices showed different results, where only both MPC and SIL indexes signified the agreed best value with 4 clusters. According to cluster validity indexes, the fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm was applied to our dataset with 4 cluster centroids for fuzzy partitioning of users. Figure 4 displays the result of a distribution of observations and Table IV shows the Euclidean distances among cluster centroids. A greater distance between clusters corresponds to a greater dissimilarity. Observations in the cluster 1 have opposite privacy preferences with observations in the cluster 4, because centroids of those clusters have the lowest similarity value. In contrast, the smallest distance is between the cluster 2 and the cluster 3. In the next section the intra-cluster characteristics are discussed in detail.
IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
A. Cluster characteristics
Table V outlines the cluster characteristic related to a cluster size, user characteristic like gender, and percentage of visibility preference values across all six data types per cluster. It can be clearly seen that users in the cluster 1 are highly privacy-preserved keeping their profile's data types private and unshared, while cluster 4 has the biggest size, where users' privacy profiles distinguished as totally as public. The cluster 3 is the second largest cluster, where users are still sharing their data types mostly to public, but also 20% of privacy decisions occurred to be private. The cluster 2 is the smallest one, and users have 53% of preferences sharing to friends within this cluster.
Interesting to observe the gender representation within each cluster. One point must be taken into consideration that the initial dataset had almost a doubled number of male users compared to a number of female users (253 males against 131 females). Another point is the size of the cluster 4 outweighs the size of other clusters, therefore the majority of gender presentation is shown in the cluster 4. Nonetheless, it can be seen a majority of females prefer to have private privacy settings (cluster 1), and a minority of females appears in cluster 3. In contrast, a majority of males appears to be in cluster 3, while a minority of males prefer to have private profiles. Those people who did not provide the information about their gender appear in clusters 1 and 2. Additionally, users in the cluster 1 allowing only friends the possibility to contact them while keeping the rest of their data types private. Some users in cluster 4 tend to restrict their personal information to friends and to keep other data public. In turn, clusters 2 and 3 consider users with various privacy preferences per each data type. Majority of users in cluster 2 set their privacy settings to friends. Users in cluster 3 prefer to keep private personal information and vote intention private, and other data to set up visible to public. The graphical representation of each cluster centroid, as well as the example of fuzzy user privacy profile is presented in the next section. The advantage of fuzzy clustering is that it shows to what extent the user possesses intrinsic features of each cluster. This information can improve the accuracy in the classification of multidimensional user privacy profiles and avoid a discriminative sharp classification.
B. Fuzzy privacy profile
As mentioned before, fuzzy clustering can detect differentiated inclination of users' privacy preferences per data type. Figure 5 depicts the vector of each calculated cluster centroid and vectors of two user privacy profile. As it shown on Figure  5 , fuzzy clustering algorithm assigned user-181 to the cluster 4 with the highest membership degree value m = 0.99. The privacy profile vector of the user-181 is perfectly aligned with the vector of the corresponding centroid, meaning that user-181 agrees across all dimensions with cluster-4 centroid, which has visibility preferences set to public. On the other side, the user-139 was also assigned to the cluster 4 but with the highest membership degree of m = 0.36, because he also belongs to the cluster 3 with the membership degree of m = 0.27 and to cluster 2 with m = 0.24.
As it is seen from the user-139 privacy profile, he does not agree with the cluster 4 on the privacy decision related to "MyActivity". In that case, cluster 4 would suggest to open this data types to public, whereas cluster 3 would recommend to open it only to friends of friends. Moreover, cluster 3 has more restrictive visibility preferences with regard to "VoteIntention" data type compared to the initial user's privacy decision. Based on that, one of the privacy suggestions might be that the user-139 can be recommended either to share "MyActivity" data to public according to cluster 1 and to restrict "VoteIntention" visible only to friends according to cluster 3. Another example, the user-12 privacy profile vector has been assigned to cluster-4 with the highest membership degree of m = 0.33, and it also belongs to the cluster-2 with degree of m = 0.28, cluster-3 with m = 0.26. The graph of user-138 indicated that it does not totally agree with the centroid cluster-4, while he agrees with cluster-2 on MyRelations visibility, and with cluster-3 on data related to VoteIntention and Contact sharing decision.
Using sharp classification, saying, for example that users in the cluster 4 are "privacy liberals", in our case makes an exact classification for the user-181, but simultaneously discriminates the user's-139 and user's-12 privacy opinions regarding other data types, which they considered to be more sensitive to share it to public. Thus, aforementioned examples demonstrate that user privacy profiles are not always fit to only one cluster profile, but some of the users tend to possess characteristics of multiple privacy profiles. In this case fuzzy clustering approach helps to detect the uncertainty and nuances of users' privacy preferences.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This work brought in several contributions. The advantage of having the real-world dataset of user privacy preferences allowed to unveil the existence of complexity of privacy decisions. Even in the 6-dimensional space, user privacy profiles very rarely expressed an agreed privacy decision per distinct dimension. This demonstrates the multidimensionality of the user privacy behaviors. It is a complex task to define a classification for the multidimensional privacy profiles, and if it is labelled based on a sharp classification, there is a risk of missing additional data thus increasing the loss of classification accuracy. Thus, the main contribution of this work is by applying a fuzzy data analysis to solve the issues of classification precision. It helps to detect the variance of the user privacy profile, as a result providing more options on privacy suggestions and avoiding a discriminative labelling.
Several limitations of this work should be accounted. First of all, the context of the system portrayed a critical role on final results of the data analysis. Users privacy preferences on the political data might be more cautious and, therefore, more restrictive compared to privacy behaviors within social networking platforms. It was noticed that users who did not share their vote intention tend to hide also their personal information and topics of political interests. Alternatively, users prefer to be contacted by email rather than make public their political profiles. Secondly, our dataset was limited by the traditional "sharing matrix" in which users decide what data to be shared with whom. Apart from the sharing matrix behavior, there could be analysed other different user privacy behaviors such as "selective sharing", "friend management", etc. [32] . Thirdly, the data analysis was conducted on 391 real user profiles, however a larger dataset may contain additional information to be inferred. In addition, the dataset comprised the population of sole Ecuador citizens, which could also influence the results of the data analysis. From the technical perspective, the fuzzy c-means clustering has been conducted using only Euclidean distance metric. Though, a comparison of fuzzy clustering results based on different metrics would give additional analysis insights on user privacy preferences.
The future work will focus on fulfilling limitations of the current work. Further, the design of the engine that will generate user privacy suggestions, in particular based on the fuzzy classification rules will be developed. We plan to implement a fuzzy-based recommender system, that will calculate privacy suggestions for the multidimensional user privacy profiles. After, a user-centric evaluation framework will be developed.
